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Kasbah 

"Moroccan Feel"

In a city where every nook and corner manifests intricate Rajasthani art,

Kasbah comes as a real surprise. This restaurant-cum-lounge allows

diners a glimpse into the melting pot of diverse culture and art in

Morocco. Striking fuchsia, blue and yellow hues along with traditional

Moroccan furniture dominate the dimly lit ambiance. Aptly complementing

the restaurant theme, the cuisine here has a heavy Mediterranean

influence with Chicken Shabaramol and the Mezze Platter being the

popular pick with regulars. Mojitos and Margaritas are for those who like

to play it safe with formulaic cocktails. But if you'd like a drag of the

Sheeshas (tobacco pipes), Kasbah surely offers an interesting selection.

Balmy evenings, divine meal preparations and a spacious patio; could

anyone ask for more?

 +91 141 403 3300  www.countryinns.com/hot

els/cisjai/dinings/3

 fnb@cisindia.com  Mirza Ismail Road, Country

Inn & Suites By Carlson,

Khasa Kothi Circle, Jaipur

 by Marler   

The Rock 

"A Place to Hangout"

The Rock is a popular destination for Jaipur locals and tourists. The

lounge-like atmosphere is ideal for a quiet meal with family or friends.

Select from the interesting contemporary cuisine served here. Place

yourself on the comfortable couches while the waiters, dressed as

cowboys, present your order. In the evening, you can choose to sit

outdoors, in the small yet inviting patio. Unpretentious yet hip, this

restaurant-cum-cafe is where you can simply be yourself and have a great

time.

 +91 9828041000  Sardar Patel Marg, Jaipur

 by TheCulinaryGeek   

Bar Palladio Jaipur 

"A Royal Romance"

To truly feel like royalty, head to the Bar Palladio in Narain Niwas Palace

Hotel. This place is decked up in a regal style with chessboard floors, rich

wall murals, carvings and grand stairways. The peacock blue-interiors also

feature white Mughal-style carvings, archways and luxurious sofas. The

patio has plenty of canopies and serves as a semi-secluded spot for

enjoying quiet, candlelit meals under the stars. Start your meal with an

Ayurvedic drink or herbal tea and go on to savor Norwegian Smoked

Salmon Plate or Vegetable Tempura as appetizer. This is followed by

Italian mains and desserts, along with flavorful mocktails. Truly, Bar

Palladio is the perfect place for a romantic meal with a royal touch.

 +91 141 256 5556  www.bar-palladio.com/  info@bar-palladio.com  Narain Singh Road, Narain

Niwas Palace Hotel, Kanota

Bagh, Jaipur
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 by Wojtek Szkutnik   

Aza 

"Simply Excellent"

This elegant library bar will wow you with its aesthetics, fine liquor,

sublime food and theme. Decked up like a royal hunting lodge of a bygone

Maharaja, Aza is segregated into different heady sections, such as the

whiskey bar with its rare editions, collector's selection and malts. The

cigar room is where you can smoke away your favorite cheroot. Take a sip

of your aged drinks or puff on a cigar in the swank interiors. Aza also gives

you exemplary outdoor experience where you can enjoy alcohol and food

in the beautiful lawns amongst bonfires and mashaals. There is also a

stellar wine cellar for wine aficionados.

 +91 141 642 0000  www.fairmont.com/jaipur/

dining/aza/

 jai.reservations@fairmont.c

om

 2 Off National Highway 11C,

Fairmont Jaipur, RIICO,

Kukas
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